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NEW QUESTION: 1
What will have the HIGHEST impact on standard information security governance models?
A. Number of employees
B. Distance between physical locations
C. Complexity of organizational structure
D. Organizational budget
Answer: C
Explanation:
Information security governance models are highly dependent on the overall organizational
structure. Some of the elements that impact organizational structure are multiple missions and
functions across the organization, leadership and lines of communication. Number of
employees and distance between physical locations have less impact on information security
governance models since well-defined process, technology and people components
intermingle to provide the proper governance. Organizational budget is not a major impact
once good governance models are in place, hence governance will help in effective
management of the organization's budget.

NEW QUESTION: 2
An architect is planning a Synergy Frame that contains HPE D3940 Storage Modules and
HPE compute modules.

How can the architect map compute modules to drives in the storage modules?
A. A compute module can be mapped to any drive not mapped to another module, up to
200 drives. These drives can be on any storage module in the frame
B. A compute module can be mapped to up to four drives on a storage module: the valid drives
for the compute module are based on the compute module's bay number.
C. Compute modules in bays 1-6 can only be mapped to drives on Storage Modules in bays 1-6.
and the same is true for modules in bays 7-12.
D. A compute module is always mapped to a storage module as a whole (installed anywhere in
the frame), supporting a maximum of 40 drives.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A company wants to reduce the physical compute footprint that developers use to run code.
Which service would meet that need by enabling serverless architectures?
A. Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2)
B. AWS CodeCommit
C. Amazon DynamoDB
D. AWS Lambda
Answer: D
Explanation:
AWS Lambda is an integral part of coding on AWS. It reduces physical compute footprint by
utilizing aws cloud services to run code.
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